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100% water proof RigidCore floors
with Co-Extrusion technology.

www.terramaterfloors.com.au

New England
Blackbutt - 7119

Introduction
The Terra Mater Collection of ‘life-inspired’ flooring
continues with introducing flooring’s latest revolution
- Resiplank Rigid Core. Resiplank Rigid Core is 100%
waterproof and has 20 unique colours. Resiplank Rigid
Core is already the most talked about new flooring
amongst industry insiders.
Manufactured using a proprietary ‘co-extrusion’
technology, Resiplank Rigid Core has the most
stable and waterproof core of any flooring worldwide.
A big claim which is justified by test results and the
skillset of our engineers when directed to develop
a waterproof, stable flooring to meet everyday needs
of everyday consumers.
While our formula for Resiplank Rigid Core is a
proprietary secret, in general terms it’s success is
a result of blending specific stone powders and vinyl
polymers together and then extruding as a continuous
sheet of Rigid Core PVC.
Design excellence is one thing, but translating that
ambition into a practical use solution is always a
challenge. The Resiplank Rigid Core design philosophy
is synonymous with that of our company, Terra Mater driven by passion for product excellence at all stages
of a product’s lifecycle.

Water-Proof
Rigid Core is 100% water proof and stands
up to all spills and can be installed in wet areas such
as bathrooms.

Low Maintenance
Our surface coating technology ensures no need for
additional surface treatments following installation.

Environmentally Conscious
Being 100% physically, energetically and chemically
recyclable or re-usable.

Acoustic Qualities

Durable

Excellent noise reduction properties and does not
require additional underlay.
Industry, leading, 6 star rated.

Rigid Core boards are extremely hard wearing and have
HIGH IMPACT RESISTANCE, unlike wood or stone,
Rigid Core wont splinter, warp or crack.

Quick and Easy to Install
All you need is a level, smooth, dry and dust-free
subfloor. Rigid Core can be fitted over most existing
hard floor.

Compatible with
Underfloor Heating
When used in conjunction with the
installation instructions.

Comfort
Softer and warmer under foot than natural wood or
stone flooring. Additional cushioning in the backing
helps make Rigid Core extremely comfortable
even to sensitive feet.

Pet Friendly

Easy to install

From muddy paws to ‘accidents’- Rigid Core
repels anything your pet can throw at it,
making life much easier.

RigidCore has been made with the best click
system in the world 5G.

Lifetime Warranty
Backed by a Lifetime Structural Warranty- that’s how
sure we are of Rigid Core’s abilities.

life inspired flooring
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Corsica
Collection
The Corsica Collection is a range of 10 colours
with a 6mm thick core. 6mm is an extra heavy duty
core but combined with our proprietary formula,
the co-extrusion blend is one of the most dense
compounds used in flooring anywhere in the world.
6mm is only the core thickness, not the total
board thickness. It is the core that gives every
board its inherent abilities to remain unaffected by
wet conditions (under normal use circumstances).

Anchor Grey

Nomad

Digital scanning and printing combined with
embossing (texturing) which we have taken directly
from real world timber products, results in a
floorboard that you will struggle to distinguish
from a real wooden product.

board size

1420mm x 225mm x 8.5mm

wear layer

0.5mm Commercial Wear

material

Virgin material with maximum stability

underlay

Attached - acoustic high density

100% EIR
water Real Wood
proof

Texture

NSW Spotted Gum

Alabaster

Coastal Blackbutt
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LIFETIME
Structural
Warranty

Granola

25 YEAR

Residential
Wear

10 YEAR

Commercial
Wear
Fawn

Dapple Grey

Pewter

Grey Stone
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Summit
Collection
The Summit Collection is a range 10 colours with
a 7mm thick core and a board length of 1820mm.
It is for those who need extra height or prefer
the feel of a thicker board and like a long board
appearance. 7mm is an extra heavy duty core
but combined with our proprietary formula,
the co-extrusion blend is one of the most dense
compounds used in flooring anywhere in the world.
7mm is only the core thickness, not the total board
thickness. It is the core that gives every board
its inherent abilities to remain unaffected by wet
conditions (under normal use circumstances).
High Definition Scanning and printing combined
with embossing (texturing) which we have taken
directly from real world timber products, results in a
floorboard that you will struggle to distinguish from a
real wooden product.

board size

1820mm x 225mm x 9.7mm

wear layer

0.7mm Heavy Commercial

material

Virgin material with maximum stability

underlay

Attached - acoustic high density

Nevada

Northern Spotted Gum

Scented Spotted Gum

Sepia

100%
water
proof

Driftwood
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LIFETIME
Structural
Warranty

Tuscan

30 YEAR

Residential
Wear

15 YEAR

Commercial
Wear
Iron Grey

New England Blackbutt

Coastal Blackbutt

Chiffon
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Pewter - 7114
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Resiplank Rigid Core’s Superior
board construction technology.
1

2
3

5

4
6

7

1

Resi-Protect

2

Resi-Clear

3

High Definition Film

4

Resi-Core

With dual layering, the Resi-protect surface
protection system uses PU technology to provide
a durable and hygienic finish.

Our Registered Embossed PVC wear layer
provides clarity, exceptional protection from
everyday wear and realistic texture to match
your chosen species.

Our unique design & colours ensure you are
purchasing a realistic one of a kind beautiful floor.

A thicker 100% PVC & Limestone centre core
delivers strength, stability and waterproof qualities
due to no timber fibre being used.

5

5G Locking System

6

Acoustic Backing

7

Anti-Bacterial PE Layer

Creating efficiency on installation, the patented
technology invented by Välinge is world class.

Our pre-attached acoustic foam underlayment
makes our RigidCore range quieter to walk
on and reduces noise transformation to
underneath dwellings.

Moisture proof protection where you need it most.
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Scented Spotted
Gum - 7121
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Accessories

C-Channel Vinyl

C-Channel

L-Trim Vinyl

L-Trim

Size

Size

Size

Size

3400mm long

Colour wrapped in vinyl
to match all
20 colours
C-Channel

3400mm long

Colour silver
black
champagne

Colour wrapped in vinyl
to match all
20 colours

C-Channel

15mm

27mm

L-Trim
15mm

8.5mm

5mm

27mm

Water Proof Scotia

Stair Nosing

Size

Size

Size

2200mm long

Expansion Mould

15mm

5mm

Expansion Mould+Base
Colour wrapped in vinyl
to match all
20 colours

2200mm long

Colour wrapped in vinyl
to match all
20 colours

110mm

18mm

18mm

2200mm long

Colour wrapped in vinyl
to match all
20 colours
Stair Nosing

Scotia

45mm

33mm

25mm
25mm

3400mm long

Colour silver
black
champagne

L-Trim

15mm

8.5mm

3400mm long

90mm
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Driftwood - 7124
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RigidCore Maintenance
Resiplank doesn’t trap dirt like many natural and fabric materials. Resiplank is treated
with an enhanced surface coating. It also means that the floor does not need to be
sealed after installation. The Resiplank surface protection system is built to provide
a hygienic and durable finish that will protect your floor for years to come.
Cleaning after installation
1. Remove all loose debris from the floor using a vacuum, brush or dust mop (if using a vacuum, please check the
manufacturer’s guidelines to make sure it’s suitable for Resiplank).
2. Ensure that all dry adhesive is removed from the surface.
3. Damp mop with a pH-neutral detergent or if machine cleaning (no greater than 175rpm) use a 3M red pad (or equivalent)
or scrubber dryer to clean the floor.

Routine Commercial Maintenance
The commercial cleaning and maintenance regime is simple and can be carried out by hand or using mechanical
cleaning apparatus.
1. Vacuum, sweep or mop to remove all dust and loose debris (if using a vacuum, please check the manufacturer’s
guidelines to ensure it’s suitable for Resiplank).
2. Spray mop fitted with approved timber flooring detergent, or if machine cleaning (no greater than 175rpm)
use a 3M red pad (or equivalent) or scrubber dryer to clean the floor.
3. Stubborn stains can be removed by spot cleaning with concentrated pH-neutral detergent and a 3M red pad
(or equivalent).

Routine Domestic Maintenance
The domestic cleaning and maintenance regime is simple and can be carried out by hand or using mechanical
cleaning apparatus.
1. Vacuum, sweep to remove all dust and loose debris etc.
2. Spray mop fitted with approved timber flooring detergent. Avoid wet mopping.
3. Stubborn stains can be removed with white vinegar on a clean rag.

Helpful tips
•

Avoid dragging heavy furniture, equipment or fittings across the flooring. Damage can occur.

•

The use of protective non rubber backed matting at the entrance to your home is recommended.

•

All windows should have coverings to reduce damaging UV sunlight falling directly on to flooring.

•

Pets claws should be kept trimmed to avoid excessive scratching.

•

Protective pads should be fitted to all furniture in contact with the flooring.

All warranties and product certificates please refer to website
under downloads. www.terramaterfloors.com.au

life inspired flooring
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